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Estimating net air-sea fluxes from ocean bulk data:
Methodology and application to the heat cycle
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Abstract. A novel method to estimate annual mean heat, water, and gas exchange fluxes
between the ocean and the atmosphere is proposed that is complementary to the traditional
approach based on air-sea gradients and bulk exchange parameterization. The new approach
exploits the information on surface exchange fluxes contained in the distribution of temperature,
salinity, and dissolved gases in the ocean interior. We use an Ocean General Circulation Model to
determine how the distribution in the ocean interior is linked to surface fluxes. We then determine
with least squares the surface fluxes that are most compatible with the observations. To establish
and test the method, we apply it to ocean temperature data to estimate heat fluxes across the air-sea
interface for which a number of climatological estimates exists. We also test the sensitivity of the
inversion results to data coverage, differences in ocean transport, variations in the surface flux
pattern and a range of spatial resolutions. We find, on the basis of the World Ocean Circulation
Experiment (WOCE) data network augmented with selected high-quality pre-WOCE data, that we
are able to constrain heat exchange fluxes for 10 – 15 regions of the ocean, whereby these fluxes
nearly balance globally without enforcing a conservation constraint. Our results agree well with
heat flux estimates on the basis of bulk exchange parameterization, which generally require
constraints to ensure a global net heat flux of zero. We also find that the heat transports implied by
our inversely estimated fluxes are in good agreement with a large range of heat transport estimates
based on hydrographic data. Increasing the number of regions beyond the 10– 15 regions
considered here is severely limited because of modeling errors. The inverse method is fairly robust
to the modeling of the spatial patterns of the surface fluxes; however, it is quite sensitive to the
modeling of ocean transport. The most striking difference between our estimates and the heat flux
climatologies is a large heat loss of 0.64 PW to the atmosphere from the Southern Ocean and a
large heat gain by the subpolar South Atlantic of 0.56 PW. These results are consistent with the
large gain of carbon dioxide called for by Takahashi et al. [1999] in his recent analysis of the airsea flux of carbon dioxide but inconsistent with the large loss of oxygen and carbon dioxide such
as those of Stephens et al. [1998].

1. Introduction
The most common method to estimate gas exchange between the
ocean and the atmosphere is to measure the partial pressure difference at the ocean surface and to apply an exchange coefficient
parameterized to summarize all contributing processes [Liss and
Merlivat, 1986; Wanninkhof, 1992; Watson et al., 1991; Wanninkhof
and McGillis, 1999]. Parameterizations of the gas exchange coefficient have been determined empirically in laboratories, lakes, and
in the ocean and have been compared against the global budget of
bomb 14C [Broecker et al., 1985, 1995; Wanninkhof et al., 1991;
Wanninkhof and McGillis, 1999]. One of the most common
methods to estimate heat exchange between the ocean and the
atmosphere is similarly based on measurements close to the ocean
surface and parameterizations of exchange coefficients. The meas1
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urements include the temperature and humidity gradients and solar
shortwave and terrestrial thermal radiation. Both approaches have a
similar problem: the uncertainties introduced by the parameterizations are large [Takahashi et al., 1997; da Silva et al., 1994;
Josey et al., 1999]. This problem is illustrated by the fact that the
direct application of bulk formulas to estimate the air-sea heat
exchange results in large imbalances when integrated over the globe
[Josey et al., 1999]. In most studies, this imbalance is removed by
allowing for small changes of bulk parameterizations and forcing
heat transports toward heat transports derived from hydrographic
data [da Silva et al., 1994; Esbensen and Kushnir, 1981].
We propose here an alternative inverse approach to estimate
annual mean exchange fluxes between the oceans and the atmosphere that uses the information on exchange fluxes contained in the
distributions of conserved quantities in the ocean interior. We
extract this information from the ocean bulk data by comparing
them with model predicted distributions obtained when tracer is
released from different regions at the ocean surface and determining the combination of these distributions that reproduce the
observations most closely. This approach implictly assumes that
the ocean circulation and the sources and sinks of the quantity
under investigation have not changed considerably over the last
few ocean overturning cycles.
A related ‘‘inverse box model’’ approach has been pursued by
Rintoul and Wunsch [1991] and Macdonald and Wunsch [1996]
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and most recently by Ganachaud and Wunsch [2000]. These
authors use measurements of temperature, salinity, oxygen, and
dissolved nutrients to estimate the ocean circulation. The velocity
field is assumed to be in geostrophic balance, and transport by
eddies is parameterized as diffusion. Typically, the number of
knowns is of the order of thousands, and the number of unknowns
is 2 – 5 times larger than the number of unknowns. A major
difference between our method and the method of Rintoul and
Wunsch, Macdonald and Wunsch, and Ganachaud and Wunsch is
that we employ the simulated transport fields from an Ocean
General Circulation Model (OGCM) instead of estimating it
directly from the measurements. We are thus not restricted to the
assumption of geostrophic flow, and processes like convection are
not parameterized as eddy diffusion. A disadvantage of our
method, as we will demonstrate, is that it is difficult to take into
account formally biases in modeled transport.
Compared to the troposphere, where gradients of gases relax
over a timescale of the order of half a year [Maiss and Levin,
1994], mixing in the oceans is slow. The estimates for deep water
renewal of the oceans, a rough analog of the timescale for
interhemispheric exchange in the atmosphere, are of the order of
1000 years [Stuiver et al., 1983]. In contrast to the atmosphere,
concentration distributions in the ocean therefore bear information
from fluxes several hundreds of years before today. If it is possible
to correct for the anthropogenic perturbation and biological transformations of a substance [see Gruber et al., 1996; this issue], it
should be possible, in principle, to estimate not only contemporary
but also preindustrial steady state exchange fluxes of, for example,
carbon.
An additional consequence of the different mixing timescales in
the ocean and the atmosphere is that ocean observations from
different years may be combined to obtain very large data sets with
hundreds of thousands of measurements that extend from the ocean
surface to the deep sea. Unlike the atmosphere, inverse modeling
of air-sea exchange fluxes is therefore not likely to be hampered by
insufficient data coverage (inversions may still be unstable because
of the diffusive nature of the ocean circulation). For comparison,
continuous measurements of trace substances like CO2 in the
atmosphere are mostly confined to the surface and the number of
stations is of the order of 100 only.
The aim of this paper is to provide an overview of the potential
and limits of the methodology for future application to the carbon
and oxygen cycles. To achieve this goal, we chose as a first step to
apply the method to the cycling of heat in the oceans. The heat
cycle is particularly suited for our purpose because there are
several heat flux and temperature climatologies and because the
temperature data coverage of the oceans is good.
The paper first introduces the methodology, then discusses and
evaluates the impact of various sources of uncertainty such as
deficiencies of transport simulations or data coverage. We then
present estimates of model-model inversions, a model ocean
climatology inversion, and inversions on the basis of recent
temperature observations. Finally, surface heat fluxes obtained by
the inversions are discussed and put into perspective with existing
estimates obtained with surface flux parameterizations. Similarly,
the implied ocean heat transports are compared with estimates
based on ocean hydrographic data. We will show that this new
methodology results in heat flux estimates that are of similar
quality as the most recent heat flux climatologies. This suggests
that our approach is suited to be applied to other ocean tracers that
are exchanged across the air-sea interface.

2. Method
We directly adapt to the oceans a time-independent inverse
scheme originally devised to estimate CO2 sources and sinks from

atmospheric observations [Bolin and Keeling, 1963; Enting and
Mansbridge, 1989; Keeling et al., 1989; Fan et al., 1998]. Our
intent is to apply the method to ocean biogeochemical cycles at
steady state. The method when applied to dissolved gases takes
advantage of the linearity of the tracer transport equation. Note that
the transport equation for heat is nonlinear because the velocity field
is coupled to temperature. Since a main purpose of the paper is to
evaluate the method for application to air-sea exchange of biogeochemically relevant substances, we here treat heat as a passive
tracer. The linearity property of the transport equation permits
decomposition of an observed tracer distribution into the sum of
contributions that result when tracer is released from n different
surface regions, such as tracer release restricted to the North
Atlantic versus release from the Southern Ocean. To determine
these distributions, we impose annually periodic surface fluxes ji
from each surface region i = 1,. . ., n of an Ocean General
Circulation Model (OGCM) and integrate the OGCM forward in
time until the tracer distributions reach a quasi-stationary state. The
quasi-stationary state is reached when the annually averaged spatial
concentration distribution increases at the same rate throughout the
entire ocean. Model transport thus establishes an exact relation
between any linear combinations of the imposed surface fluxes
(l1j1,. . .,lnjn) and the concentration distribution in the ocean
xref
interior when referenced to the concentration at a fixed location !
!

D!
c ¼ T l;

ð1Þ

with Dci ¼ cð!
xi Þ  cð!
xref Þ, where !
x1 ; . . . ;!xL are arbitrary locations. The jth column of T: Tij, i = 1,. . ., L is the model
concentration with reference to the concentration at !
xref when
sampled at the same locations as D!
c and when releasing a surface
flux from region j. In estimating fluxes in an inversion, this relation
is postulated to hold between observed concentrations and fluxes
as well as in the model, up to a measurement error e:
!

D!
cobs ¼ T l þ!e;

ð2Þ

and a flux estimate from the observations is obtained by
minimizing
!

!

!
ðD!
cobs  T lÞt CD1
c!ðD cobs  T lÞ;

ð3Þ

with respect to the l values (superscripts t and 1 of a matrix
designate the matrix’s transpose and inverse, respectively). The
flux estimate from region i is Fi = liji. The role of CDc!, the
covariance matrix of the errors of the observations, is to weigh the
model observation discrepancies inversely to the uncertainty of the
observations (when measured along the principal axes of the error
covariance matrix). The solution of the minimization problem is
[Houghton et al., 1989]
1 t 1 !
l ¼ ðT t CD1
c!T Þ T CDc!D cobs ;

ð4Þ

with covariance matrix of the estimates (estimate uncertainties
(variances) along the diagonal and their covariation, the offdiagonal elements)
1
Cl ¼ ðT t CD1
c!TÞ :

ð5Þ

For our envisaged applications of the method, the number of
observations is of the order of 200,000, and the number of fluxes in
of the order of tens. The minimization problem in our case is
therefore strongly overdetermined. Note that the formalism
described does not allow to consider errors stemming from biases
in model transport. The same holds for errors in the spatial
distributions of the surface fluxes imposed to determine the
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concentration distributions in the ocean interior. These errors need
to be assessed independently.
For some biogeochemical cycles and for the exchange of heat,
the global air-sea exchange is known to be close to zero. It may
therefore be desirable to insure from the onset that this constraint is
exactly fulfilled by the flux estimates. Such a hard constraint may
be included into the minimization problem with help of Lagrangian
multipliers or rotations of the fluxes to the subspace within which
the linear constraint is fulfilled before performing the minimization
(for details of the technique see the section on constrained least
squares by Golub and Loan [1989]).
Solutions of inverse problems, whether overdetermined or
underdetermined, often exhibit unrealistically large oscillations.
The reason for the oscillations may lie in insufficient data coverage
(as, e.g., for the retrieval of temperature profiles from satellite
observations) or in the nature of the process to be inverted (as, e.g.,
transport of a dissolved substance within a diffusive fluid). To
!
avoid the large oscillations in such cases, often prior estimates l0
(also virtual measuremenst or soft constraints) of the fluxes with
covariance matrix Cl0 are invoked. In this case, the functional
!

!

!

!

!

!

t 1
!
ðD!
cobs  T lÞt CD1
c! ðD cobs  T lÞ þ ðl  l0 Þ Cl0 ðl  l0 Þ

ð6Þ

is minimized with solution
!

1
1
t 1 !
þ T t CD1
l ¼ ðCl1
c! TÞ ðCl0 l0 þ T CDc!Þ cobs
0

ð7Þ

and with estimate covariance
þ T t CD1!c T Þ1 :
Cl ¼ ðCl1
0

ð8Þ

These formulas are readily interpretable as a generalization of the
formula for the combination x of two independent measurements x1
and x2: x = [(1/s12) + (1/s 22)]1[( x1/s12) + (x2/s22)], with s2 = [(1/s12)
+ (1/s22)]1 [Houghton et al., 1989]. An algebraically equivalent
form, however, is more suited for practical computation [Houghton
et al., 1989]. For our method, which uses models with known
deficiencies for the forward predictions, the danger of the use of
prior estimates is that they may interfere with these deficiences such
as to produce biased estimates. Estimating quantities from data
without having to refer to prior estimates is generally preferable.
Fortunately, as we will demonstrate, the existing data density of the
order of several 100,000 data points is sufficient to constrain fluxes
from 10 to 20 regions.
Two assumptions implicit in our methodology need further
discussion. First we assume that the cycle to be analyzed has been
in a steady state (i.e., that the exchange fluxes have not changed)
over the multicentury timescales that would be required to substantially alter the global properties that we use for our inversion.
Second we assume that the ocean circulation has not changed
substantially over the same period. For carbon, oxygen, and heat
there is some supporting evidence from paleodata that indeed only
minor fluctuations have occurred within the last few thousand
years that preceded the industrial revolution. Ice core measurements of Indermühle et al. [1999] and Etheridge et al. [1996], for
example, show variations in atmospheric carbon of maximally 10
ppm over the last 4000 years. In the more recent past, the last 50 –
100 years, the heat content of the oceans rose in parallel to global
warming Levitus et al. [2000]. The heat flux of 0.3 W m2 implied
by this heat gain [Levitus et al., 2000] is small compared to the
current steady state heat fluxes and thus is of minor concern. The
second assumption of an ocean circulation at steady state, however,
has recently been challenged by Broecker et al. [1999]. He
suggested that the deep ocean circulation oscillates with a period
of 1500 years between a state of high deep water formation rates in
the North Atlantic and one of high deep water formation rates
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around Antarctica. Broecker et al.’s hypothesis remains speculative, but we have to keep this caveat in mind when interpreting flux
estimates obtained with our inverse method.
2.1. Surface Emissions
For the simulations of tracer distributions we partition the ocean
surface into 15 regions (Figure 1) and use two sets of surface flux
patterns (the spatial distribution of the surface flux strength within
a region). The choice of flux regions is guided by the main
hydrographic features of the ocean circulation and the annual
mean heat fluxes estimated by Esbensen and Kushnir [1981].
For the 15 region partitionings, the regions are the Southern Ocean
south of the Polar Front (58S), three Southern Hemisphere
subpolar regions (58 – 36S), three Southern Hemisphere temperate regions (36 – 13S), three equatorial regions (13S – 13N), two
Northern Hemisphere temperate regions (13 – 36N in the Pacific;
13 – 53N in the Atlantic), and two Northern Hemisphere subpolar
and polar regions (36 – 62N in the Pacific; 53 – 90N in the
Atlantic). The surface flux patterns that we employ are either
spatially uniform or have the same spatial pattern as the annual
mean heat flux estimated by Esbensen and Kushnir [1981] and
thus do not vary seasonally. In the few regions where Esbensen and
Kushnir [1981] predict both positive and negative fluxes, we used
the absolute value of the flux at the ocean surface to predict tracer
distributions in the ocean interior. The intent was to avoid additional tracer runs at the cost of a small estimate error. We regard the
use of the Esbensen and Kushnir [1981] flux patterns as our
standard case and use the spatially uniform fluxes to determine
the sensitivity of our results to the flux patterns.
2.2. Ocean Circulation Models
We use three different variants of a three-dimensional (3-D)
OGCM to simulate the tracer distributions. Our standard model has
been newly developed at Princeton University on the basis of the
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) Modular Ocean
Model (MOM) Version 3 [Pacanowski and Griffies, 1998]. We will
refer to this model as KVLOW + AILOW [Gnanadesikan et al.,
2001]. It is a global seasonal model with 24 vertical layers, a zonal
resolution of 4.5 and a meridional resolution of 4. The model
topography is the same as used in the coupled ocean-atmosphere
model described by Manabe and Stouffer [1994], except the
numbers of vertical layers have been doubled by simply dividing
each level into two levels without further adjustments. At the
surface, the ocean circulation model is forced by seasonally
varying wind stress from Hellerman and Rosenstein [1983]. Surface temperature and salinity fields are forced with a hybrid
between flux and restoring boundary conditions
Dzcp |

@T
1
DaSilva
þ Dzcp |ðT  TLevitus Þ;
¼ Fsfc
@t
t

ð9Þ

with a restoring timescale t of 60 days (D z is vertical dimension of
the uppermost model grid box, cp is specific heat, | is density and
T is model temperature). For the flux term we use the seasonally
varying heat and freshwater fluxes of the da Silva et al. [1994]
climatology and for the restoring term the seasonally varying
Levitus et al. [1994] sea-surface temperature and Levitus and Boyer
[1994] salinity fields. The hybrid boundary conditions ensure that
the model surface temperature field stays close to the observations.
Lateral advection caused by sub-grid scale eddies is included
following the parameterization of Gent et al. [1995], using the
implementation of Griffies [1998]. A value of 1000 m2 s1 is used
for both the coefficient of mixing along isopycnals and the
coefficient of eddy induced mixing (i.e. isopycnal thickness
diffusivity). The functional form of the explicit vertical diffusivities
are prescribed following Bryan and Lewis [1979], with a value of
0.15  104 m2 s1 near the surface and kept below 0.20  104
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Figure 1. Map showing the partitioning of the ocean surface into 15 regions. The boundaries are at 58S, 36S,
13S, 13N, 36N in the Pacific, and 53N in the Atlantic. The Arctic Ocean has been combined with the polar North
Atlantic.

m2 s1 throughout the thermocline, to comply with direct
observations of Ledwell et al. [1993]. Tracers are transported online using a third order advection scheme [Farrow and Stevens,
1995]. No tuning has been performed with the exception of
increasing bottom friction in the Bering Strait to reduce the
throughflow to the observed value of 0.8 Sv [Coachman and
Aagaard, 1988].
The simulated circulation, temperature, and salinity fields were
carefully compared with direct observations [Gnanadesikan et al.,
2001]. The changes in resolution, physical parameterizations, and
boundary conditions relative to the previous global version of the
GFDL ocean model used for biogeochemical studies (Princeton
Ocean Biogeochemistry Model, Version 1, POBM1) [Sarmiento et
al., 1995; Murnane et al., 1999] leads to a significant improvement
of the modeled subsurface temperature and salinity fields, in
particular in the main thermocline. While POBM1 simulated
temperatures were up to several degrees too warm in this depth
region, this model maximally deviates by 0.5 from the observations Gnanadesikan et al. [2001]. The second major change is the
almost complete shutdown of deep convection in the Southern
Ocean as a result of the strong flattening of isopycnal surfaces
induced by the Gent-McWilliams parameterization [Gent et al.,
1995]. This results in a very sluggish ventilation of the deep ocean
from southern sources. Simulations of radiocarbon and chlorofluorocarbon reveal that this shutdown is likely too strong [Dutay
et al., 2001]. In order to investigate the effect of this very small
deep water production in the Southern Ocean on the inversion
results, we employ a variant of the KVLOW + AILOW model,
where the vertical diffusivity in the Southern Ocean south of 60S
was increased to 104 m2 s1 to reduce the excessively strong
stratification. This model will be referred to as KVHISOUTH +
AILOW [Gnanadesikan et al., 2001].
To further investigate the sensitivity of the inversion results to
the employed ocean circulation model, we use a third model, which
was developed by Gnanadesikan [1999] to study the cycling of
silicon in the ocean. This model, which we will refer to as SIL, is
based on the GFDL MOM code Version 2.0 [Pacanowski, 1996]. It
has many similarities to KVLOW + AILOW: it uses the same
horizontal resolution, and it uses low explicit vertical diffusivity

and includes the lateral advective effect of eddies by employing the
Gent-McWilliams parameterization. The main differences are that
it has only 12 layers vertically, that its topography neither allows
for flow through the Bering Strait nor through the Indonesian
Straits, and that it is an annual mean model with restoring surface
boundary conditions only. Comparison of the simulated flow
pattern, temperature, salinity, natural radiocarbon, and transient
tracers with observations indicate that KVLOW + AILOW and
KVHISOUTH + AILOW are more successful than SIL, but these
two models still exhibit several shortcomings, most significantly in
the Southern Ocean and the equatorial Pacific as discussed in
sections 3.4 and 4.
After spinning up the circulation models for 4000 years, the dye
tracer fluxes at the ocean surface were turned on, and the model
integrated for an additional 3000 years. All inversions use annual
mean results from model year 7000. No depth acceleration technique was used for model spin-up.
2.3. Dye Tracer Distributions
The ability of the inversions to distinguish the origins of a given
tracer release depends on how much the resulting patterns in the
ocean interior differ from each other. We therefore briefly summarize the characteristics and controls of these distributions. The
simulations we discuss here are those based on KVLOW +
AILOW and dye release from 15 regions with a pattern that
follows the heat flux estimates of Esbensen and Kushnir [1981].
The quasi-stationary tracer distributions obtained in the ocean
fall roughly into five categories. The first three correspond to tracer
release from the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Oceans, and the latter
two correspond to tracer release from the polar North Atlantic and
the Southern Ocean. A general characteristic of all the patterns
(Figure 2) is the large signals close to the surface where the dye
tracer is released. Besides these commonalities there are large
differences in the interior of the ocean. If, as in the Atlantic basin,
tracer laden water masses are readily transported to the North
Atlantic convection regions, there are large signals at intermediate
ocean depths. The signals in this case remain strong all along the
North Atlantic Deep Water core in the Atlantic at 2000 m depth,

Figure 2. Zonal mean sections of basin averaged quasi-stationary dye tracer distributions (106 (tracer unit m3) (tracer unit m2 s1)1)
when releasing tracer from five representative regions. Tracer units maybe kilograms or moles. The tracer distributions are referenced to
the concentration at 3.5 km depth in the equatorial Pacific approximately at the date line. Displayed are zonal averages over the Atlantic,
Indian, and Pacific Oceans. The titles like Pol Atlantic indicate the region of tracer release (see Figure 1).
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Plate 1. Correlation matrix rab of the signals obtained when releasing dye tracer from different ocean regions and
when sampling at the WOCE data network.
from where they gradually diminish once they enter the circumpolar current. If tracer is released from the Pacific and Indian
Oceans, however, it gets trapped in the shallow mixed and
thermocline layers, and the imprint below the main thermocline
is negligible. Finally, when the tracer is released from the Polar
North Atlantic, there is a very strong signal over the entire water
column of the Arctic Sea. By contrast, when the dye is released
from the Southern Ocean region, signals are largest along the rim
of Antarctica and decrease strongly with depth in the circumpolar
current.
For later interpretation of the sensitivity studies of the inversions,
it is helpful to look at the correlations [e.g., Press et al., 1992]
Pnobs
!
!
i¼1 ½ca ð xi Þ  cb ½cb ð xi Þ  cb
rab ¼ vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
)(
)! ð10Þ
u (
u
P
P
!
!
n
nobs
2
2
t
i¼1 ½cb ðxi Þ  cb
i¼1 ½ca ðxi Þ  cb

between the signals when tracer is released from regions a and b
and when sampled at all observation stations !
xi (Plate 1). As
expected from the characteristics of the tracer patterns, we find five
types of roughly uncorrelated signals that correspond to tracer
release from the two polar regions and the three main ocean basins.
However, signals for dye tracer release from within each of the
main basins are strongly correlated. The consequence of these
correlations (i.e., the similarity of the signals) is that it is difficult to
distinguish between these fluxes with an inversion. Particularly
difficult regions to separate are the eastern and western equatorial
Pacific as well as the subpolar South Pacific and the subpolar
South Indian Ocean. For this reason we decided to consider only
the sum of these estimates in this paper.
The origins of the correlations are the current geometry of the
oceans (the three main basins) and the nature of the ocean
circulation. Tracer released at low to middle latitudes is confined

to the upper thermocline region and readily exchanged between
regions by the wind driven surface circulation within each of the
main ocean basin. By contrast, tracer released at high latitudes
quickly enters the deep ocean and therefore leaves a very different
imprint in the ocean interior. Signals for tracer release from the
North Atlantic and the Southern Ocean are therefore almost
uncorrelated with most of the other distributions. The dynamic
reason for the correlation between the subpolar South Indian Ocean
and the subpolar South Pacific as well as for the correlation
between the Southern Ocean and the subpolar South Atlantic is
fast tracer exchange in the Antarctic Circumpolar Current. The
dependence between the signals from low to middle latitude
regions of the Indian Ocean and the Pacific is caused by water
exchange via the Indonesian throughflow.
The dye distributions shown in Figure 2 are also a powerful
diagnostic of deficiencies of the simulation of ocean transport. First
the North Atlantic Deep water plume is too shallow and extends
too far southward compared with observations of, for example,
salinity. It is also slightly too weak (14 Sv instead of 15 – 20 Sv
[Schmitz, 1996]). The penetration of Southern Ocean water into the
deep ocean when simulated with the KVLOW + AILOW model is
much weaker than observed [Dutay et al., 2001]. The changes in
the model KVHISOUTH + AILOW from KVLOW + AILOW are
designed to remedy this problem. The main difference between
tracer distributions in these two models is thus for tracer release in
the Southern Ocean. The penetration of tracer to the deep ocean in
KVHISOUTH + AILOW is indeed closer to observations of CFCs.
The main difference in transport between SIL and the KVLOW +
AILOW models is the too strong upwelling of intermediate and
deep ocean water in the tropics of SIL, a general deficiency of
models with coarse resolution in the vertical.
2.4. Data and Data Error Covariance
For our heat flux inversions, we assembled a global high-quality
data set of temperature on the basis of more than 50 cruises,
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Figure 3. Map showing the station locations of the global network of profiles used in this study. See Gruber et al.
[this issue] for further details.

predominantly gathered as part of the World Ocean Circulation
Experiment (WOCE) from 1989 to 1996. This data set was
augmented with some earlier data going back to the global data
set obtained during the Geochemical Ocean Sections Study (GEOSECS) (1972 – 1978). The data set encompasses 208,000 measurements wherefrom 72% have been obtained as part of the WOCE
program, 5% as part of GEOSECS and 23% during other cruises.
The location of the profiles at the ocean surface are displayed in
Figure 3. For a more detailed description of the data we refer to
Gruber et al. [this issue].
As explained in section 2.3, we need to estimate the error
covariance matrix to estimate flux estimate uncertainties with the
standard method for linear least squares methods. For this purpose,
within a given profile we determined the residuals by subtracting
the data from a smoothed version of the data. The variogram
indicates no correlation between the residuals. We thus use a
diagonal error covariance function with a conservative value of
the temperature error variance of sT2 = (0.2C)2.

3. Robustness of Estimates
The most basic test of our method is if we succeed in recovering
the heat flux imposed as a boundary condition to drive the OGCM
(first bar in Figure 4) when we sample the model at the observation
locations (second bar in Figure 5). Our method captures the basic
global heat flux pattern; however, there are substantial differences
in magnitude between the estimates and the boundary conditions
particularly for the equatorial Pacific.
We may also recognize in Figure 5 a systematic pattern of trade
off between the regions with similar signals (section 2.3). This
concerns particularly (1) the estimates of fluxes from the temperate North Atlantic and the northern North Atlantic regions, (2)
temperate North Pacific versus northern North Pacific, (3) estimates of fluxes from the Equatorial Pacific versus temperate
South Pacific regions, and (4) the Southern Ocean versus polar
South Atlantic.
The next few sections serve to analyze further the causes of the
differences between boundary conditions and estimates and for
errors in inversions in general. For this purpose we distinguish

three sources for uncertainty and biases of estimates. The first
source is undersampling. If sampling is too sparse, small errors in
data and modeling may induce large errors in estimates. The
second is modeling errors of the spatiotemporal patterns of surface
fluxes used to simulate the dye distributions. Disagreement
between the surface flux patterns used for the simulations and
the real flux patterns may result in unrealistic pathways of the
water masses and therefore again large biases. The third cause of
errors is modeling errors of ocean transport.
3.1. Data Coverage
A first question before applying the method to heat or gas fluxes
is if the sampling density of the observations is sufficient. To
answer this question we may estimate the decrease in uncertainty
of estimates caused by uncertainty in data by error propagation
when increasing the sampling density and, in particular, the
uncertainty when sampling at our network. If the errors for our
network are large, then data coverage is likely insufficient. Note
again that the errors determined by error propagation do not
include any modeling error.
For the inversion scheme that resolves fluxes from 15 regions
and that is based on the observations in Figure 4, we find that the
flux estimate error determined by error propagation (equation (5))
is D Fi 0.1 W m2. Therefore, in sharp contrast to the inverse
modeling of atmospheric transport, which is generally hampered
by insufficient data coverage [Gloor et al., 2000], the presently
available temperature data coverage in the oceans is sufficient for
the estimation of steady state heat fluxes. The remaining errors in
estimations obtained with the inversion are therefore caused
exclusively by errors in the modeling of oceanic tracer transport
and the surface flux patterns.
To test the dependence of the biases introduced by these
modeling errors on the observation network, we performed an
inversion where we sampled the model simulated temperature
field at every grid point rather than just at the observation
locations shown in Figure 4. Surprisingly, the differences between
the inversion results (Figure 5) and the boundary conditions
become larger rather than smaller. What are the reasons for this
unintuitive result? First, note that the annual mean Esbensen and
Kushnir [1981] heat flux patterns according to which the dye
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Figure 4. Comparison of annual mean heat flux estimates using model temperature of KVLOW + AILOW sampled
alternatively at the model grid and the data network (Figure 3) with the heat flux applied as a model boundary
condition (the sum of the da Silva et al. [1994] heat flux and the heat flux caused by restoring the surface temperature
field to the Levitus et al. [1994] climatology). The flux patterns are from the heat flux climatology of Esbensen and
Kushnir [1981].

tracers are released at the ocean surface do not agree with the
flux patterns of the seasonally varying hybrid heat flux boundary
conditions used to force the model (section 2.2). It is therefore
not possible to represent the simulated temperature distribution
exactly as a linear combination of the tracer distributions. If the
observation locations happen to be located where the discrepancies between the patterns are large, biases will be large and
vice versa. The effect of the discrepancies between Esbensen and

Kushnir [1981] heat flux patterns and the model boundary
condition heat flux patterns must therefore be less severe at the
observation locations than when sampling at every grid box. We
may confirm this claim by inspection of the difference between
the model simulated temperature field T and the representation of
the temperature field that is obtained when combining the tracer
distributions according to the regionally integrated heat fluxes
that have been applied as boundary conditions for the simulations
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Figure 6. Comparison of annual mean heat flux estimates obtained with KVLOW + AILOW, KVHISOUTH +
AILOW, and SIL inverting temperature data predominantly from WOCE. The heat flux pattern follows Esbensen and
Kushnir [1981] for KVLOW + AILOW and KVHISOUTH + AILOW and is uniform for SIL.

(not shown). These regionally integrated heat fluxes is what the
inversion would estimate if there were no mismatch between dye
tracer surface patterns and the heat flux boundary conditions. At
the ocean surface the differences are particularly large at the
eastern and western ocean regions close to Australia and South
America where observation locations are sparse. In contrast to the
sampling at every model grid box, our observation network
therefore is blind at these spots, and the biases of the inversion
results are therefore smaller.
3.2. Sensitivity to Surface Flux Patterns
We now turn to the role played by errors in the modeling of
the surface flux patterns. For this purpose we compare in Figure
5 the estimate biases when the dye tracer is released uniformly
over the regions with those obtained when the dye tracer release
follows the annual mean heat flux patterns as estimated by
Esbensen and Kushnir [1981]. We find that differences between
estimates obtained with uniform versus heat flux patterns are
generally smaller than the difference between estimates and the
model boundary conditions with the exception of the temperate
North Pacific and northern North Pacific regions. We conclude
that errors in the surface flux pattern are not the main contributor to the overall errors of the inversion. A second conclusion
from the comparison in Figure 5 is that heat flux estimation
with heat flux patterns is slightly superior to uniform flux
patterns.
As an aside, we tried to see if we could resolve more details in
surface flux patterns by doubling the number of regions. It turns
out that there is no gain by this procedure because trade off biases
(see introduction to section 3) become worse.
3.3. Sensitivity to Model Transport
We finally examine the sensitivity of the inversion estimates to
the modeling of transport by comparing inversions of the temperature observations with KVLOW + AILOW, KVHISOUTH +
AILOW, and SIL (Figure 6). It is immediately apparent that the
inversion results are quite sensitive to the details of the ocean
models. We may easily relate the differences to the specifics of the

models. Consider first the differences between the two KVLOW +
AILOW versions: large differences occur mainly in the partitioning
of heat flux estimates between the Southern Ocean and the
subpolar South Atlantic as a consequence of the increased vertical
mixing in this region. One reason why estimates from these regions
are so sensitive to changes in the ocean transport is the strong
mixing in the circumpolar current that strongly dilutes the flux
signals. Differences between the two 24 layer models (KVHISOUTH + AILOW, KVLOW + AILOW) and the 12 layer model
(SIL) model inversions occur mainly in the Equatorial Pacific and
temperate North Pacific. The reason for this is the too sparse
vertical resolution close to the ocean surface in SIL. The model
version that reproduces the observed distribution of temperature
and salinity most closely is KVLOW + AILOW [Gnanadesikan et
al., 2001]. We therefore use the inversion results obtained with this
model for comparison with heat flux estimates that are based on
different methods.
3.4. Residuals: A Diagnostic of OGCM Deficiencies
Our inverse approach provides us with a powerful tool for
examining the consistency between
P model transport and observations: the residuals D!
cobs  ni¼1 li D!
ci between the inverse
reconstruction of the temperature field and the observations. The
spatial pattern of the residuals in Plate 2 may be summarized as
follows. Residuals are largest right next to the ocean surface
within the shallow circulation cells associated with upwelling at
the Equator and within the subduction tongues that originate from
the subtropical and polar front convergence zones. One reason is
that the surface fluxes used to simulate the dye tracer distributions do not have a seasonality. Other reasons are likely insufficient vertical model resolution close to the ocean surface and
errors in wind-forcing and therefore misplaced wind-driven
recirculation cells. Residuals at intermediate and deep levels of
the oceans, albeit smaller, mirror systematic deficiencies in largescale ocean transport. In the Atlantic and the Pacific the reconstructed temperature at middle level is too warm and in the Indian
Ocean too cold. The warm bias at middle level in the Atlantic
reflects the too weak and too shallow North Atlantic Deep Water
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Plate 2. Zonal sections of basin averaged temperature residuals based on estimates obtained using data
predominantly from WOCE and KVLOW + AILOW with Esbensen and Kushnir [1981] heat flux patterns. What is
shown is observations minus model predictions.
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Figure 7. Annual mean heat fluxes and heat transports in the ocean interior implied by the heat flux estimates
obtained using data (mainly from WOCE) and KVLOW + AILOW with Esbensen and Kushnir, [1981] heat flux
patterns.

Circulation while the warm bias of North Pacific Intermediate
Water in the Pacific maybe owing to too weak wind-forcing or
too fresh waters of the Arctic Ocean. The cold bias of North
Indian Intermediate Water in the Indian Ocean is likely a
reflection of unrealistic renewal pathways, too sluggish deep
water renewal possibly related to too weak North Atlantic Deep
water formation or too weak vertical mixing and upwelling in the
deep sea. Finally, the ocean regions where water temperature is
reproduced the closest to observations are the Southern Ocean
and all of the deep sea.

4. Heat Fluxes and Ocean Transport
Before presenting the heat flux estimates we briefly summarize
the ocean heat cycle [e.g., Peixoto and Oort, 1992]. Five processes
contribute to the energy budget of a volume V bounded by the
ocean surface (in the absence of ice melting): solar shortwave
radiation, RSW, thermal longwave radiation, RLW, latent heat loss by
evaporation of water, LE, sensible heat transfer, Qsens, and heat
advection through the volume boundaries:
@
@t

Z

Z

cp |q!
ud !
a;

cp |qdv ¼ Asfc ðRSW þ RLW þ Qsens  LEÞ 
V

@V

ð11Þ
where t is time, cp is heat capacity, | is density, q is potential
temperature, dv is an infinitesimal volume element, Asfc is the
surface area of the volume V, !
u is velocity, and d !
a is an
infinitesimal area element. The annual average energy gain from
solar radiation is controlled by the Earth-Sun geometry. Large
heating of the order of 220 – 230 W m2 in the tropics (between
30S and 30N) gradually decreases to 80 – 100 W m2 toward the
poles. The annual average energy loss by thermal radiation reflects
the gradient of the ocean temperature between the equator and the
polar regions. It is of the order of 80 W m2 at the equator and 50
W m2 at polar regions. The driving force for the loss of sensible

heat is the contrast between the ocean and atmosphere temperature.
These are large along the western boundary currents and their
extension to the open ocean, which transport warm water from low
latitudes to high latitudes and include the Kuroshio, the East
Australian current and the Gulf Stream. The contrasts are also large
along narrow coastal bands within the eastern boundary currents
like the Peru/Chile Current, California Current, the Canary Current,
and the Benguela Current. Largest heat losses by western boundary
currents in the middle to high latitudes are of the order of 50 W
m2. Outside the western boundary current regions, sensible heat
flux is low and of the order of 10 W m2. The driver for
evaporative heat losses is the degree of saturation of the air
overlying the oceans as well as the temperature of the ocean
surface. They are therefore large in the tropics, of the order of
130 – 160 W m2 and small at high latitudes, of the order of 50 W
m2. Similarly to the sensible heat losses, evaporative heat losses
are also strongly enhanced along the western boundary currents.
Putting all the pieces together we end up with the following
qualitative picture. The oceans gain large amounts of heat of the
order of 80 – 100 W m2 within the narrow band of the upwelling
regions along the equator and to a lesser degree along the eastern
rims of the continents extending from the tropics to the midlatidues. The oceans lose large amounts of heat of up to 100 W m2 at
middle to high latitudes along the western boundary currents. The
remaining midlatitude ocean regions are either weak heat sinks or
sources. Note that all heat flux climatologies that we are aware of
agree with this qualitative picture [Josey et al., 1999; Esbensen and
Kushnir, 1981; da Silva et al., 1994]. However, the climatologies
disagree considerably among each other once one starts to look at
details. This concerns in particular the Southern Hemisphere high
latitudes south of 50S where flux estimates differ in magnitude
and by sign.
We now first summarize our results in Figure 7. The main
characteristics of the heat cycle are well captured: large heat gain in
the tropics and lesser heat losses in the subtropics that almost
balance when integrated over the globe (see also Table 1). The heat
transports in Figure 9 implied by the surface fluxes when assuming
steady state, which can be obtained from the surface heat fluxes by
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Table 1. Regionally Integrated Heat Flux Estimates From WOCE Data and Comparison With the da Silva et al. [1994] and Esbensen and
Kushnir [1981] Climatologiesa
R

Region

Area,
1013 m2

Northern North Atlantic
Temperate North Atlantic
Equatorial Atlantic
Temperate South Atlantic

1.91
3.07
1.68
1.48

Northern North Pacific
Temperate North Pacific
Equatorial Pacific
Temperate South Pacific

1.89
3.37
4.96
3.44

Equatorial Indian
Temperate South Indian

2.78
2.04

Subpolar South Atlantic
Subpolar South Pacific
and Subpolar South Indian
Southern Ocean

1.56

North of 13N
Tropics (13S to 13N)
South of 13S
Global

5.03
2.59
10.3
9.4
16.1
35.8

Inversion,
PW
Atlantic
0.16
0.65
0.55
0.09
Pacific
0.29
0.74
1.90
0.67
Indian
0.39
0.11
Southern Ocean
0.47
0.41
0.43
Integrated
1.83
2.84
0.84
0.17

Qda

Constr.
Inversion, PW

Da Silva,
PW

Esbensen,
PW

0.17
0.72
0.57
0.07

0.91
0.61
0.49
0.10

0.62
0.07
0.66
0.31

0.31
0.75
1.91
0.70

0.52
0.72
1.16
0.43

0.43
0.55
1.16
0.06

0.39
0.10

1.12
0.46

1.32
0.12

0.56

0.13

0.15

0.32
0.64

0.22
0.03

0.48
0.05

1.94
2.88
0.94
0.00

2.77
2.77
0.86
0.87

1.67
3.14
0.15
1.32

a
Fluxes are positive for uptake by the oceans. Estimates obtained without and with applying a hard mass conservation constraint (indicated as ‘‘Constr.
Inversion’’) are listed. The ocean model used is KVVHISOUTH + AILOW with the Esbensen and Kushnir [1981] heat flux pattern.

solving (equation (11)) for the advective transport term, furthermore reproduce well the N – S transport asymmetry between the
main ocean basins: southward heat transport in the Indian Ocean,
northward heat transport in the Atlantic, and nearly symmetrical
heat transport in the Pacific from the tropics to the high latitudes.
To obtain the heat transports we followed the usual convention that
cumulates heat fluxes from North to South.
We next put our heat flux estimates based on data in perspective
with independent estimates obtained using surface flux bulk
parameterizations (Table 1, Figure 8), proceeding from general
and global aspects to a discussion on a regional level. A general
difference between the da Silva et al. [1994] and Esbensen and
Kushnir [1981] estimates and ours are their large global imbalances
of 0.87 and 1.32 PW, respectively. Not only our heat flux
estimates, also the oxygen flux estimates [Gruber et al., this issue]
[this issue] almost balance fluxes globally. The reason is most
likely the internal mass conserving consistency of tracer transport
in the model. We may in addition impose a hard mass conservation
constraint (section 2) to enforce strict mass conservation. The
inversion results (third column in Table 1) prove to be fairly
insensitive to this procedure, the small imbalance being mainly
attributed to the Southern Ocean.
A second characteristic revealed by comparison of the estimates
in Figure 10 is the good agreement between our estimates and
Esbensen and Kushnir’s [1981] estimates over the Northern Hemisphere from 13N northward and with da Silva et al.’s [1994]
estimates over the Southern Hemisphere from 13S southwards
(Table 1). A third characteristic is an increasing spread between
estimates going from north to south. Differences are particularly
large from 36S southward.
Guided by this observation, we start the discussion of regional
heat transports in Figure 9 implied by the surface fluxes in the
Northern Hemisphere and focus on the Pacific and Indian Oceans
first. There is good agreement between all estimates in the Northern Hemisphere. There is also fairly good agreement between the

estimates at 13S between all three estimates when considering that
our inversion tends to overestimate the 13S southward heat flux in
the Pacific at the cost of the 13S southward heat flux in the Indian
Ocean, while the sum is close to both the Esbensen and Kushnir
[1981] and da Silva et al. [1994] estimates. The reason is the
unrealistic modeling of the Indonesian throughflow in a coarse
resolution ocean model. The Pacific-Indian Ocean passage is
represented by one grid cell, and thus tracer is transported by
diffusion only. For the remaining ocean in the Northern Hemisphere, the Atlantic, there is substantial disagreement. Our northern
North Atlantic heat loss is very small, by far the smallest of all
estimates. A likely reason is the misplaced location of North
Atlantic Deep Water formation toward the South in our models.
Our estimate is, however, very similar to the others when considering the more appropriate comparison of the sum of the northern
North Atlantic and temperate North Atlantic heat losses. Now the
da Silva et al. [1994] estimate is by far the largest as are the
implied transports. A main reason for the better northern hemispheric agreement of fluxes between ours and Esbensen and
Kushnir [1981] compared to da Silva et al.’s [1994] is the large
heat loss of the latter in the northern North Atlantic.
We now turn to the Southern Hemisphere fluxes. In the Southern
Hemisphere temperate regions the Esbensen and Kushnir [1981]
heat losses are either much smaller (in the temperate South
Atlantic) compared with da Silva et al.’s [1994] and ours or even
heat gains. These discrepancies are the main reason for the much
better agreement of our fluxes when integrated from 13 southward
over the Southern Hemisphere compared with da Silva et al.’s
[1994]. The biggest difference between the KVHISOUTH +
AILOW heat flux estimate compared with da Silva et al. [1994]
and Esbensen and Kushnir [1981] is in the Southern Ocean. There
the inversion gives a heat loss of 0.43 PW (0.64 PW in the heat
conserving inversion), whereas the estimates based on surface
observations and bulk parameterizatons give a heat gain by the
ocean of 0.03 and 0.05 PW, respectively. The Southern Ocean heat
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Macdonald and Wunsch [1996], Holfort and Siedler [2000], and
Ganachaud and Wunsch [2000], including the heat transports
implied by the flux estimates of da Silva et al. [1994], Esbensen
and Kushnir [1981]. The main difference between our method and
the box model inverse approach of Rintoul and Wunsch [1991];
Macdonald and Wunsch [1996]; Holfort and Siedler [2000];
Ganachaud and Wunsch [2000], is that we employ an OGCM
for the simulation of ocean transport instead of estimating at the
same time ocean transport and surface fluxes from hydrographic
data, as discussed already. In the Atlantic, with a few exceptions,
the da Silva et al. [1994] and Esbensen and Kushnir [1981]
transports bracket all other estimates from below and above,
respectively. The reasons as just discussed are the large heat loss
in the northern North Atlantic in the da Silva et al. [1994]
climatology and the small heat loss in the Southern Hemisphere
temperate region in the Esbensen and Kushnir [1981] climatology.
In the Northern Hemisphere our estimates tend to be lower
compared with the Rintoul and Wunsch [1991]; Macdonald and
Wunsch [1996]; Holfort and Siedler [2000]; Ganachaud and
Wunsch [2000] estimates, likely as a result of the too weak North
Atlantic Deep Water Circulation. In the combined Indian and
Pacific oceans as well as globally our estimates however compare
very well with their estimates particulary with the most recent ones
of Ganachaud and Wunsch [2000], who used also a data set
primarily consisting of WOCE data.

60N

Figure 10. Comparison of annual mean heat transports in the
ocean interior obtained using data mainly from the WOCE and
KVLOW + AILOW applying a hard mass conservation constraint
and using Esbensen and Kushnir [1981] heat flux patterns with
published estimates based on box inverse methods and surface heat
flux climatolgies. The symbol AA indicates the continental
boundary of Antarctica where transports would be zero if the heat
fluxes were globally in balance.

fluxes that we obtain with our inversion are extremely sensitive to
the model mixing parameterization (compare Figure 6), so the
uncertainty in our results is very high. The trade-off behavior
between heat loss in the Southern Ocean and heat gain in the
subpolar South Atlantic is not reassuring. However, we note that a
wide range of other estimates of Southern Ocean heat flux give
losses, just as our inversion does, with magnitudes for the region
south of 60S ranging from 0.14 to 0.54 PW [Emig, 1967; Gordon,
1981; Hastenrath, 1980; Trenberth and Hurrell, 1994]. Furthermore, our results showing a heat loss are consistent with the large
gain of carbon dioxide called for by Takahashi et al. [1999] in his
recent analysis of the air-sea flux of carbon dioxide. However, they
are inconsistent with the large loss of oxygen and carbon dioxide
such as those of Keeling and Peng [1995] and Stephens et al.
[1998] (see Gruber et al. [this issue] for a further discussion of this
issue). The role of the Southern Ocean in air-sea fluxes of heat as
well as other properties remains highly controversial, with models
showing the greatest disagreement between each other in this
region [Orr et al., 2001; Sarmiento et al., 2000; Dutay et al.,
2001].
To summarize, our look at the horizontal transports shows very
good agreement between transport rates in the Northern Hemisphere Pacific, reasonably good agreement in the tropical Indian
Ocean and tropical Pacific, large disagreement from 35S southward, and finally large differences in transport rates in the Atlantic
mainly caused by the very large northern North Atlantic heat loss
of da Silva et al. [1994].
We finally compare in Figure 10 our ocean heat transport
estimates with the estimates of Rintoul and Wunsch [1991],

5. Summary
We have examined a methodology to estimate gas exchange
fluxes from ocean bulk data using an Ocean General Circulation
Model by estimating heat fluxes based on new data from WOCE
and comparing these with a variety of independent estimates. On
the basis of a comparison with existing heat flux estimates and for
a data density similar to WOCE, we conclude that our method
proves to be a valuable option, provided a few caveats are kept in
mind. First, the method implicitly assumes that the ocean circulation has been in a steady state over the last few hundreds of years;
second, care is needed when interpreting the estimates because
they are sensitive to the details of model transport; and third, it is
difficult to assign estimate errors because they are largely due to
model deficiencies. A possibility to further examine the robustness
of the method to deficiences in transport modeling would be to use
many ocean models to obtain a range of estimates. Finally, the
most interesting difference of our heat flux estimates compared
with heat flux climatologies is a large heat loss to the atmosphere
of 0.64 PW from the Southern Ocean and a large heat gain of 0.56
PW in the Subpolar South Atlantic. These results are consistent
with the large gain of carbon dioxide called for by Takahashi et al.
[1999] in his recent analysis of the air-sea flux of carbon dioxide
but inconsistent with the large loss of oxygen and carbon dioxide
such as those of Stephens et al. [1998].
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